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We’ve Done It Again! Engineering Won During 

the “Invasion 2018 Competition” 

T 
he National University of Science and Technology – College of Engineering 

conducted a national level student competition INVASION ’18. This is in 

collaboration with IEEE Oman Section and Oman Society of Engineers. The 

said competition includes the following categories: AC/DC, CATCH ME IF YOU 

CAN (Robotics), CODICE, GK Quiz. A total of 9 colleges in Oman participated in 

this competition. 

Two teams from IEEE ICT Student 

Branch - Engineering Department 

competes in AC/DC and CATCH 

ME IF YOU CAN (Robotics) 

categories. The Department 

nominated these two teams of 

students who are members in the 

professional teams – Robotics and 

Embedded Systems. 

Invasion ’18 Competition is one 

great rewarding opportunity: First 

Place in AC/DC category was 

awarded to our students - Azan 

Humaid Mohammed Al-Harthi, 

Hussaine Ali Hamood Salim Al-Nofli. 

Their project supervisor is Mr. 

Mohammed Gulam Wahid. Third 

Place in CATCH ME IF YOU CAN 

(Robotics) category was awarded to 

our student Omar Salim Saleem 

Salim. The supervisors are Mr. 

Donnie C. Solano and Mr. Sivakumar 

K.  

The Department of Engineering 

congratulates our students and staff 

for this achievement and greatly 

appreciates every staff for their 

support to the Engineering 

Professional Teams. 

Omar Salim Saleem Salim 

Third Place , CATCH ME IF YOU CAN 
(Robotics)  

Azan Humaid Mohammed Al-Harthi, 

Hussaine Ali Hamood Salim Al-Nofli 

First Place , AC/DC   
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Greetings! 

Let me take this opportunity to appreciate the members of the Engineering 

Department for their continuing commitment to ensure that we reach our goals 

and beyond.  Academic year 2017-18 is one good year.  Our department is 

getting the recognition through the various competitions that we participate in, 

both here and overseas. Special mention to our robotics team who have made 

giant steps as we achieve to become one of the frontrunners in this field. 

I also welcome our new students. I look forward to meeting all of you.  Be assured 

that my office together with offices of the Head of Sections are always open for 

your academic needs.   

To our new staff members, I extend my warm welcome as well.  I encourage you to seek guidance from your 

senior colleagues to ensure that you can adjust perfectly well in our system here in ICT. 

To every member of the department, I just pray for everyone’s continuing support and commitment, your 

contributions may it be big or small is highly appreciated. 

Special thanks to the team that put together this newsletter.  I wish everyone in the community to take time and 

peruse through its pages.  It is truly worth your time! 

HoD Message 
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Insights that Matter 

The Graduates of ICT 
Every academic institution has always set goals to what kind of graduates they will produce.  Will these graduates reflect their 

vision and mission? Will these graduates exhibit the attributes of the institution from which he or she came from? 

This editorial enumerates and expounds on each attribute that ICT and all the College of Technologies expects of our graduate.  

An ICT graduate 

1. is well disciplined and committed to hard work with high standard of productivity. He/She is expected to act with 

professionalism at all times.  Able to manage his/her time at work and produce exemplary results. 

2. Is able to apply the knowledge and skills to a diverse and competitive work environment.  He/she is expected to have the 

know-how to perform his/her work.  He must be able to adjust mentally and socially in any given working environment. 

3. is able to think critically, analyze and solve problems.He/She must approach every type of work with the critical mindedness.  

Able to suggest ways and means to solve issues at hand. 

4. Must have a high degree of competence in using information and communication technology. With technology that we have 

now, it is just but imperative to have each and every graduate to be highly knowledgeable in Information and 

Communication Technology, this is a must-tool for every graduate so he/she can adjust to any type of technology that fells on 

his/her lap.  

5. Is professionally competent and up-to-date in their field of specialization in a changing global environment. He/She must be 

willing to continuously improve himself/herself to be able to cope up in this fast changing times. 

6. Can gather and process knowledge from a variety of sources, and communicate effectively in written and spoken English. 

7. Can effectively demonstrate and apply good interpersonal skills in team work and leadership roles. He/She must be able to 

exhibit the ability to both lead and follow.  To be able to socialized and create professional relationships among his/her 

colleagues. 

8. Is committed to self-development through lifelong learning.  Educating oneself should not stop after he/she graduates. He/

she is expected to continuously strive to be the best in his/her chosen field 

9. Is socially responsible citizen aware of contemporary issues in contributing to national development. He/She is expected to 

be contributors to the well-being of the Sultanate. He/She must be proud to be able to advance the country towards its 

betterment. 

10. Is able to demonstrate and apply their entrepreneurial skills. He/She must be able to create jobs for others as well by being 

entrepreneurs themselves and possess the courage create or offer services or products for the community. 

As a member of this institution, may it be in our hearts and minds that as we enter our classrooms, or as we walk along the 

corridors of our buildings, we are expected to impart these attributes to our students, so they can take them as they walked out as 

graduates. 

-Art Vizconde Jr.  
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What’s the News 

GREEN SCARF Project Wins   

2nd Place in  

NAMA Architectural Design 

Competition 

 The student project “GREEN SCARF” from the 

Architectural Engineering was awarded Second 

Place in the recently concluded NAMA 

Architectural Design Competition on December 

12, 2018 held at Amman Convention and Exhibition 

Center- Grand Hall, Muscat. 

The project was presented by Saif Sultan Hamed Al 

Jabri and Ahmed Hilal Zahir Al-Ismaili, Architectural 

Engineering students in Advanced Diploma level. 

The theme of the competition was about 

Architectural Energy Conservation System in a 

residential building. The concept of the Green 

Scarf project focused on the conservation of energy 

from alignment, indoor and outdoor architecture, 

alternative building materials and construction, 

energy consumption analysis and rate analysis. The 

design was made to fit the Oman climatic condition.  

This project portrays the Islamic architecture design 

highlighting modern methods of construction. 

This students’ endeavor and success was made 

possible through the guidance of their mentors in 

the different technical aspects of the project. We are 

grateful and deeply appreciate the collaboration of 

Mr. P. V. Gopi and Mr. Thaddeus Carreon for the 

electrical design, to Mr. Amar Viplow for the 

architectural design, to Ms. Jainul Arrifa for the civil 

engineering design and Mr. Saurabh Sharma, the 

project supervisor. 

 

Engineering Students Win 

Second Place and Fourth Place  

in Al Roya Youth Initiative 

Awards 

 

The Engineering Department rejoices for having 

another feather in the cap as we landed Second 

Place and Fourth Place in the recently concluded 

Al-Roya Project Competition held at German 

University, Muscat on December 10, 2018. 

Ahmed Ibrahim Qarta AL-Nahdi and Said Ali Al-

Najidi who presented the project ’’Fabrication of 

IOT based Electrical Switch Board in Smart City 

Environment’’ won Second Place. The project is an 

Internet of things (IOT) based switch board (IOTSB) 

for regular power panels at domestic, commercial, 

industrial electrical networks with an ability of 

feeding the BIG DATA on the webserver (cloud) in a 

smart city environment.  The students worked under 

the guidance of Mr. Pratapa R and Mr. Luisito 

Cabigting. 

Awarded as Fourth Place, the project ”Arduino 

Controlled Solar Panel with Sunlight Tracking 

System” developed by Naser Nasser Hamad AL-

Azki, Salim Mohammed Jarifa  AL-Hakmani, AL-

Hasan Ali Salim AL-Maskari , Salim Abdullah Al-

Maskari combines free energy from the sun and 

stores it in the battery and then converts this energy 

to the relevant alternating current making it usable 

in ordinary homes as an independent power source. 

The students were supervised by Mr. Loganathan N 

and Mr. Rajababu.  
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What’s the News 

 

Engineering Student Gathering 

At the start of AY 2018-2019, the Department conducted the first Engineering Student Gathering held on 

October 3, 2018. This activity is an opportunity for senior students to share their learning experiences to other 

students especially those in Diploma level.  

The event is an opportunity for Advanced Diploma and B. Tech. level students to showcase their experiences 

in different aspects related to how to choose specialization, the advising and registration process, different 

policies and ways on how to make OJT successful. Also members of the ICT-IEEE Student Chapter and the 

Oman Society of Engineers explained the benefits of joining the organization.  Professional Team student 

members elaborated the training programs they have undergone and external competitions they have 

participated and the benefits of joining the team. The student gathering was an avenue for the students to 

discuss the benefits, processes, and opportunities offered in the department.  

                                                                                                                                                                                       - Basil Blasco 

“The capacity to learn is a gift; the ability to learn is a skill; the willingness learn is a 

choice. 
                                                                                                                                                                                          -Brian  Herbert 
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What’s the News 

 

Al Roya Youth Initiative Award Awareness Program 

and Engineering Project Exhibition 

The AL Roya Youth Initiative Awards Awareness Program was held on October 8, 2018 at the ICT Main Hall. The 

aim of the program was to motivate and encourage the students to actively participate in the upcoming national 

level competition. Visitors from different Ibra schools also graced the occasion.  

As part of the activity, the Engineering department showcase 23 student projects from different specializations.  

This gave an opportunity to the students to explain and demonstrate their projects. Most of the projects 

exhibited were in the area of robotics, home automation, pneumatics and waste management.  
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What’s the News 

 

Engineering Celebrates 48th National Day 

Engineering staff and students celebrate 48th National Day on November 14,2018 at the Main Hall from 12nn 

to 2pm.  Staff members and students with the Omani flag in their hands greeted everyone and His Majesty a 

very happy national day. Along with the celebration was a special video presentation created by the 

Industrial Link Committee. This event was spearheaded by Mr.Ibrahim, Co-chair, Mr. Nusrathullah-

Coordinator and the members of Industrial Link Committee namely Mr. Janakiram, Mr. Arnold Braza, Mr. 

Iqbal and Mr. Murali. 

“Seminar on CONSTRUCTION”  

  The students of Architectural Engineering attended “Seminar on Construction” sponsored by the  Ibra 

Municipality on September 18, 2018 at the Chamber of Commerce, Alayat, Ibra. The students were given 

with a bird’s eye view of the constitution on construction and by-laws. The core of the seminar focused on 

health and safety in the construction premises. The Ibra Municipality has put up a Building Information 

Management system that provides rules on safety in the construction premises, implementing procedures 

during construction period and penalty clauses. The students got a bundle of valuable information on 

building safety and regulation.                                                                                                                                                                                                    

- Jainul Arrifa  
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What’s the News 

 

.  

 

Students’ Project Evaluation by Experts from Industries 

 
In the first semester, AY 2018-2019 (Fall 2018), Engineering students in Diploma, Advanced Diploma, and 

Bachelor levels have completed their Final Year Projects under the guidance of the respective Project 

Supervisors. As part of the course requirement, students are required to present their projects to a panel of 

experts for evaluation.  

 

For this semester, there were about ten (10) External Evaluators that were invited by the OJT Coordinators to 

be part of the panelist. We are very fortunate to have these industry experts from various companies:  

 

 
 

The external evaluators have generously given their valuable time to sit during the project presentation, 

evaluation and most of all they were so kind to give suggestions and recommendations for improvement. 

 

The project presentation was conducted on December 23-24, 2018. The Department of Engineering has 

recognized the contribution of these industry experts in the evaluation of student projects and we would like 

to express of sincere appreciation for sharing their time and expertise to our students. 

 

Mr. Mohammed Abdullah Hamood  

Al-Rahbi 

Director of Information 

Technology 
Ministry of Health 

Mr. Santoshi Philip Chandy Senior Executive Oman Trading Establishment 

Mr. Said Mohammed Said Al-Habsi Network Engineer Omantel 

Mr. Ahmed Sulaiman Al-Musalhi Technician Omantel 

Mr. Osama Hamed Saif Al-Mamri Mechanical Engineer 
Petroleum Development of 

Oman 

Mr. Abdulhadi Hamed Saif Al-Sinaidi Mechanical Technician Oman India Fertilizer Company 
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Staff Development Program 

Staff Awareness Program on Reviewed Policies 

The Policy Management Committee (PMC) conducted staff awareness programs on various College policies 

on the 11th and 18th of October, 2018. The Department’s drive to make every staff mindful and responsive to 

outstanding policies necessitates this kind of awareness program. On these two days, members of the PMC 

presented and discussed the following: 

Planning Mechanism Health and Safety Policy 

College Car Usage Policy                                  Student Placement Policy 

Record Keeping Policy                                          Record Management Forms 

Student Admission and Registration Policy       College Meeting Policy 

On behalf of the Engineering Department, we would like to extend our appreciation to program presenters: 

Dr. Amaravadi Rama Krishna (Co-chair) and committee members - Mr. Saurabh Sharma, Dr. G. Srinivas, Mr. 

S. Janakiraman, and Dr. Karam Salman Khalid. 

                                                                                                                                                          - Basil Blasco 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Awareness is the greatest  agent for change” 

                                                                                                                                                       -Eckhart Tolle 
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Student Development Program 

“Distance can never be a barrier between the two people, moreover it is the bridge in 

between two people and just need to go beyond” 
                                                                                                                                                              -Somnath Mukherjee 

Linkage with Industry Promotes Partnership with Academe 

Through Guest Lecture on GSM NETWORK 

The Engineering Department Industrial Link Committee has been active in establishing a strong link with 

different industries. In coordination with IEEE-ICT Student Chapter, this Committee organized a seminar 

entitled “GSM Network” which was attended by students from the Electronics and Communications 

Engineering. It was held on October 23, 2018 at the ICT Main Hall. 

Mr. Mussalem Salem Al Obaidi, the invited guest lecturer, had 20 years of experience in Omantel and 15 years 

of experience in Petroleum Development Oman (PDO). The seminar discussed the generation of 

telecommunication and the benefits of wired and wireless communication. He highlighted various segments of 

Global System for Mobile communication (GSM) and described various examples and methods of 

communication among BTS, BSC, MSC. The speaker also explained how the technique of Handoff guides the 

subscriber to move from home network to foreign networks. 

The program was ended by the question and answer session where students actively participated. Dr. Sami 

Ghnimi, HoD and Mr. K. Shamganth, HoS of Electrical Section thanked the speaker for sharing his valuable time 

and expertise to the department. 

                                                                                                                                          - Mohammed Syed Ibrahim 
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Student Development Program 

“The only person you are destined to become is the person you decide to be”. 

                                                                                                                                                                                           -Ralph Waldo Emerson 

Strengthening the Relationship with Alumni through Personality 

Development and Career Guidance Seminar  

With the initiative of the Engineering Industrial Link Committee, a seminar on Personality Development and 

Career Guidance was conducted on November 11, 2018 at the ICT Main Hall.  Mr. Abdul Rahman Al Amri who 

is currently working in Petroleum Development Oman (PDO) and an alumnus of ICT served as the resource 

speaker.  The seminar brought so much enthusiasm and interest to the students as they know more about the 

importance of the On the Job (OJT) training program and career development, systematic searching and 

sharing of knowledge and the value of higher education in the labor market.  

This activity also strengthens our linkage with the industry and in engaging our alumni in career mentoring. 

Special thanks to the Industrial Link Committee headed by Mr. Ibrahim and Dr. Nusruthullah. 
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ONE DAY WORKSHOP ON ECO-HOUSING AND  

SUSTAINABILITY DESIGN  

The Department of Engineering and Dakkah Engineering Services Company has conducted a workshop on 

“Energy Conservation and Sustainability in Buildings” for Bachelor of Architecture students on September 26, 

2018. The workshop evolved from the concept of eco-friendly buildings and construction methodology. The 

Dakkah Engineering Services Company has initiated a campaign to develop awareness among architecture 

students towards sustainable design and energy conservation. The workshop includes a series of lectures by 

Engr. Hanan Al Kabsi and Engr. Balgees Al Kharusi on eco-housing and energy conservation design. The 

concept had made a great impact on the students to think in a way to explore and implement the strategy and to 

develop energy sustainability in Oman. In addition, Ms. Afifa Al Rawahi conducted a training on RIVET software 

for the workshop participants  

                                                                                                                                                                           - Jainul Arrifa 

Student Development Program 

“Literacy  is the heart of sustainable development” 

                                                                                                                                                       -Kofi Annan 
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Student Development Program 

“Be a lifelong student. The more you learn ,the more you earn and more self confidence 

you will have.” 
                                                                                                                                                              -Brian Tracy 

IEEE-ICT Student Branch 

Conducts Short-Term Course 

on 4G Network Essentials 

The IEEE-ICT Student Branch conducted a short-

term course on 4G Network Essentials to the IEEE 

ICT Branch student members on 13th & 27th 

November 2018 in Advanced Telecommunication 

Lab (EE104). Mr. K. Shamganth, IEEE Branch 

Counsellor- ICT Student Branch served as the 

resource person. 4G Cellular Network is the current 

technology used for high speed data in Oman. This 

short term course helps the students to understand 

the difference between 2G, 3G & 4G. Also the 4G 

Mobile network elements such as UE, SIM card, 

Antennas, eNodeB, EPC, eUTRAN and its operations 

were explained. Students gained a better 

understanding of 4G Cellular network operations.  

Also the course is designed as a 2-week course 

which covers the following contents: 

Week1 

 Generation of Mobile Communication 

 GSM Mobile Network Elements 

 4G Mobile Network Elements (UE, SIM card,  

 Antennas, eNodeB, EPC, eUTRAN) 

Week2 

 4G Cellular Network Concept 

 Equipment of the Core Network (SGW,PGW) 

 Control equipment in Core Network 

(HSS,MME) 

 

Training on Basic Computer 

Network Administration 

The Department of Engineering in coordination with 

the IEEE-ICT Student Branch organized a Training on 

Basic Computer Network Administration on October 

23, 2018 at NL 102.  Twenty-one students attended the 

training and it was facilitated by Ms. Syed Amma 

Sheik, Mr. Haji Ali and Mr. Arnold Braza. 

The program focused on giving practical skills to 

students on setting-up computer network, and how to 

add and remove the basic administrative and user 

privileges. Also students were familiarized with 

computer hardware and networking tools.  

This activity brought a wide spectrum of practical 

knowledge and increased students’ self-interests in 

the networking concepts. It also helped the students 

to become a self-learner for the enhancement of their 

skills.  
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Student Development Program 

Instrument and Measurement Workshop 
 

Instrumentation and measurement are two important learning areas for all Engineering students. In addition 

to the knowledge they acquired in the classroom, the Department of Engineering organized two workshops 

to enhance the students’ skills on the different measuring instruments and equipment used in Electronics and 

Electrical laboratories.  

The two-day workshop conducted on October 23rd and 30th, 2018 provided training on how to handle various 

equipment and instruments in Electrical and Electronics Laboratories like digital multi-meter, LCR meter, 

regulated variable DC power supply and CRO.  

The Department highly appreciates the workshop facilitators—Mr. Mohammed Gulam Wahid, Mr. Babu 

Natarasan, Mr. Vineeth V.V., Mr. Jayaprakasan and Mr. Sreekanth. 

How to make a PCB? 

A workshop on PCB Development was conducted on October 17, 2018 at EE 102. Mr. Mohammed Wahid Gulam and Mr. 

Anand Kumar served as facilitators. Twelve students attended the workshop.  

The activity aimed to impart knowledge on circuit design and making PCB layout using the PCB Wizard software.   Students 

learned how to wire the components together, change the components’ values and models and how to convert the circuit 

into PCB layout.  
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Student Development Program 

“Education is the passport to the future, for tomorrow  belongs to those who prepare for it” 

                                                                                                                                                                                                      -Malcom X 

MATLAB Programming and 

SIMULINK Modeling 

As part of the commitment of the Department of 

Engineering to give not only the best but a solid and 

substantial technical knowledge for our students, 

the department has conducted workshops that focus 

on training and enhancement programs. This 

semester, one of the workshops given to students 

is a Workshop on MATLAB programming and 

SIMULINK modeling conducted by Dr. 

Varatharaju, Dr. Praveen N., and Mr. V. Loganathan 

last 14-15 of October 2018, 6-8 pm at AD 304 

Computer Laboratory. An additional session was 

also conducted on 16th of October 2018, 4-6 pm at 

the EE 101 Electronics Lab. 

The said workshop aims to discuss topics such 

as Basic MATLAB commands (as introductory), 2D 

graphics, 3D graphics, trigonometric commands in 

MATLAB and straight line fitting. Student 

participants from Higher Diploma and Bachelor 

benefited on the said event as it enhances their 

knowledge and ability in MATLAB programming 

and opens them into different possible applications 

in Engineering. 

MATLAB software is important in Engineering field 

especially that it is being utilized by different 

control systems in the industries. This workshop 

aided our students to deepen their understanding 

and use them in their future projects or another 

engineering related endeavor in the future. 

A job well done to the organizers of the event, 

the Engineering Department Society and IEEE-ICT  

Student Chapter. Keep it up!  

-Mofeeda Pangadil 

Website Development  

using Wix 

The Department of Engineering organized a 

workshop on how to develop a website using the 

Wix platform. Wix is the leading cloud-based and 

the only drag and drop development platform 

which makes it easy for everyone to create an 

attractive, fully personalized and high-quality 

professional websites with free of cost. 

The workshop was held on October 10, 2018 from 

12NN to 2PM at AD 304. Nineteen students from the 

Computer Engineering specialization participated 

in the workshop. It was facilitated by 

Mr.Saravanakumar V. and Dr. Amjath Ali. They 

discussed the importance of the Web as a medium 

of communication and guided the students in 

developing their own website.  
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Student Development Program 

Training on “PhP-MySQL and Web Publishing” 

A Training on PhP-MySQL and Web Publishing was conducted on November 13, 2018 at AD 304. The training 

aimed to enrich the knowledge of students on the latest dynamics of programming languages, PHP and MySQL. 

Two staffs from the Educational Technological Center (ETC), Mr. Hamood Khalfan Hamood AlAzri and Mr. 

Eddie Josefino C. Gepulle were the invited resource speakers.  

Mr. Hamood Khalfan Hamood Al Azri gave his insights about MySQL database, tables, DDL queries, usage of 

keys and demonstrated on how to implement connection between database and Php. Mr. Eddie Josefino 

Gepulle discussed the different ways on how to upload the website offline and online.  

The activity was initiated by Mr.V.S aravanakumar, Lecturer from Electrical and Electronics Section. Seventeen 

students from the Computer Engineering specialization participated in the training. 

Industrial Visit 

An Industrial Visit to Al Kamil Power Station 

Ten students from Diploma in Electrical Engineering led by Dr. Praveen N visited Al Kamil Power Station in 

Sur on November 19, 2018. 

The team received a warm welcome from Mr. Khalid Hamed Al-Batrami, Plant Engineer. Engr. Surya Praksh 

gave a broad idea about the plant and explained its technical and functional aspects.  The power station at Al 

Kamil has three generating units. Each unit incorporates a gas turbine and an electrical generator. The turbine 

is coupled to the generator and both machines rotate at 3,000 revolutions per minute (or 50 Hz). The three 

generators produce approximately 285 megawatts of electricity. This electricity is produced at 15,000 volts, 

which is then transformed from 15,000 volts to 132,000 volts by the generator step up transformers. The 

electricity is supplied to the Oman’s 132 kV electricity grid.  

The visit was very useful for the students to better understand the operation of the gas power plant and also 

provide an opportunity to expose themselves to industrial environment. 
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Industrial Visit 

A Tour of the National 

Museum and Shangri-La 

Hotel 
 
As part of the thrust of the Engineering Department to 

continuously expose our Architecture students to the 

architectural world through field visits, Bachelor 

Students of Architecture was treated with exquisite 

architectural designs from both the National Museum 

of Oman and the Shangri-La Barr Al Jissah Resorts and 

Spa.  On October 21, 2018, twenty-six (26) students 

alongside with four staffs from Architecture section 

toured these two sites. 

The team first visited Shangri-La and were greeted by 

the senior supervisor of the hotel, Ms. Samira Al-

Balushi.  She gave a tour of the hotel complex to 

particularly show the details of their architectural 

design that made the hotel unique from other hotels.  

Rated as a 5-star hotel, its site planning, building 

orientation, interior and exterior design were 

discussed that will constitute the requirements of a 5-

star hotel.  The tour ended with a car exhibition show. 

The group then visited the National Museum to explore 

the cultural heritage of Oman through its architectural 

designs and the history behind them.  The students 

were shown intrinsic details of some of the designs that 

put emphasis on the history and heritage of the 

Sultanate.  It is a mix of both traditional and modern 

designs highlighted by using appropriate lights and 

color. 

Ms. Jainul Arrifa 

Getting Connected with  

OMANTEL, Ibra 

Students of Advanced Diploma in Electronics and 

Telecommunication Engineering with their Course 

Lecturer, Mr. K Shamganth visited OMANTEL 

Branch, Ibra on 15th October, 2018. This visit is part 

of their course “Telecommunication II” which 

covers the outcome on Cellular Network 

Architecture. Engr. Saeed Al-Habsi and Engr. Ali Al

-Busaidi explained the operation of the different 

divisions of Omantel and the various 

telecommunications facilities such as Mains 

Distribution Frame(MDF), Base Station Controller

(BSC) and Mobile Switching Center (MSC). Students 

had the privilege to see the Base Transceiver 

Station (BTS) and the associated units like 

transceiver, power amplifier, multiplexer, antenna, 

alarm extension system and the Microwave Section 

of the company. 
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Industrial Visit 

Tied up with Oman Fiber Optic 

Company 

A group of nineteen Engineering students had the 

privilege to go for an industrial visit to Oman Fiber 

Optic Company at Rusayl Industrial Area on 

November 13, 2018. The company is a manufacturer 

of fiber optics and copper cables and also provides 

telecommunications infrastructure development and 

maintenance.  

The visit gave an opportunity for students to have a 

tour inside the company and see the actual  

manufacturing process. An orientation on industrial 

safety procedures and quality control of the company 

was also provided.  The group was accompanied by 

their teachers, Mr. Mohammed Gulam Wahid and Mr. 

Anand Kumar. 

An Awesome Ecohouse 

Students of Diploma II Architectural Engineering with 

their teacher Mr. Sivagnana Prakash B made a study 

tour at Higher College Technology in Muscat on 

October 31, 2018. They visited the ECO-HOUSE, an 

environmental-friendly villa constructed inside the 

college. This eco-house depicts how science and 

technology can be used to make an energy efficient 

building. Ms. Muna Al-Faris, Eco-house Manager and 

Team Leader explained the concept and salient 

features of the green building and how environment 

changes can be incorporated to make energy 

efficient design. 

The students also visited Material Testing 

Laboratories – Soil lab, Concrete lab, Environmental 

Lab and Surveying Lab to understand how quality of 

materials are determined and tested before they can 

be used in buildings. Mr. Hamed Majid Al-Aamri 

explained the procedures and specifications that 

should be followed in testing of soils, aggregates, 

concrete and water. They were also given basic ideas 

on surveying.  

At the end of the tour, Ms. Khulood Saif Hamed Al-

Danaqi, HoS of Civil and Architectural  Section gave 

an insight on the importance of environmental 

friendly structures and motivated students to develop 

deep understanding on green building concepts.  

The visit was organized by Dr. M Nusrathulla & 

Mohammed Syed Ibrahim through Industrial Link 

Committee. 
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Best Project 

Design and Fabrication of Automatic Logo Printing  

and Packing Mechanism 

Khalid Khamis Abdullah Al-Rasbi, Asaad Sulaiyam Nasser Al-Rawahi, AbdullAziz Hamood Abdullah Al-Habsi, 

Nasser Hamood Nasser Al-Niri, Mohammad Mohsen Saeed Al-Sharji 

Supervisor:  K. SARAVANAN, Technician:  S. VIDHUKUMAR 

Abstract 

This project involves design and fabrication of the production line automation mechanism 

which can be used conveniently for automatic production of components with less human 

interventions and to produce high quality product with low cost. The block transfer and logo 

printing were done simultaneously using two scotch yoke mechanism run by a single motor 

with chain and sprocket arrangements. The Scotch yoke, is a mechanism for converting the 

linear motion of a slider into rotational motion or vice-versa. The piston or other 

reciprocating part is directly coupled to a sliding yoke with a slot that engages a pin on the 

rotating part. The shape of the motion of the piston is a pure sine wave over time given 

constant rotational speed. This project uses two scotch yoke mechanism in which one is 

used to make automatic transfer of cubical blocks at equal interval and another one is used 

to print logo in the cubical blocks simultaneously. This project focuses on some important 

aspects regarding the interaction between human workforce and fully automated 

production lines. This approach can make some of the effects of automation on the human 

behavior. 

IOT Based Automatic Door System 

Badar Khadim Salim Al-Owaisi, Nabhan Mubarak Saleem Saif Al Saadi, Rabee Mubarak Rabee Al-Alawi, Suhail 

Saadoun Said Al Hikmani, Said Mohammed Said Al-Mukhaini 

Supervisors: Dr. G. Sivakumar, Mr. Roberto Villegas and Mr. Suthagar Edwin 

Abstract 

Today, the internet landscape is not just about computers, 

smartphones, laptops and tablets anymore. In a relatively short 

period of time, the internet and World Wide Web are creating great 

surprise to access the new ideas, thoughts, knowledge and more 

information. IOT door system developed in this project connects a 

door with internet application to open or close the door remotely by 

using the smartphone application. IOT based automatic door system 

shall be used in home and other places. It consists of doors 

connected with chains using links. The chain is driven by sprockets 

which is connected to a motor. The IOT module is linked with door 

module and operated using buttons in the installed App. The user 

shall operate the door anywhere from the world based on the need. 
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Best Project 

Arduino Controlled Solar Panel with Sunlight Tracking System 

 Ahmed Ibrahim Qarta Al-Nahdi,  Al-Hasan Ali Salim Al-Maskari, Naser Nasser Hamad Al-Izki,  Salim Mohammed 

Jarifa Al Hakmani, Said Ali Saif Al-Najidi, Salim Abdullah Rashid Al-Maskari 

         Supervisors:  Mr. V. Loganathan and Mr. Rajababu 

Abstract 

This system collects free energy from the sun and stores it in the battery and then convert this energy into the relevant 

alternating current; making it usable in ordinary homes as an independent power source. This system is designed to 

respond to it is environment in the shortest possible time. The system is tested for it is real-time response, reliability, 

stability and security. The system is designed to be weather resistant, temperature and some minor mechanical pressure.    

We are looking for the green energy to save the environment from pollution that most traditional electricity generation 

depend on it like using oil and gas as a fuel to operate the generators which produce the electricity. So our project aim is to 

produce the electricity without any effect for environment by using sunlight. 

It is completely automatic and keeps solar panel focused on the sun throughout the day. The major objective of our project 

is to development of solar tracking system that will track sun light and extract maximum power from sun. For this purpose 

we use in our project 4 LDRs; the main object of LDR is to sense the light. When more light pass through LDR, the resistance 

inside LDR decrease and that allow the current to flow. Also, we use Arduino (UNO) for its powerful board to control the 

output. We use 2 servo motors to rotate the solar panel, we choose this servo motor because of it is give accurate and 

exactly values. The solar panel is the important component in this project; it is used to convert the sun light to electricity. 

This solar panel moves according of sun light. We use 4 resistances to resist the current or decrease current. We use 12 

volts battery to store electrical energy in the system. 
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Best Project 

Fabrication of IOTSB Using MatLab and ThinkSpeak 

 Ahmed Hamed Sa’aiyed Al ‘Amri, Ahmed Amur Mohammed Al-Hajri, Mohammed Mahammed Saleh Al-Aamri, 

Omar Hamood Habib Ambusaidi, Said Jabeer Hamed Al-Aamri 

Supervisors:  Mr. Pratapa Raju and Mr. Luisito Cabigting 

Abstract 

This proposal is aimed to develop an Internet of things (IOT) based switch board (IOTSB) for regular power panels at 

domestic/ commercial/ industrial electrical networks, with an ability of feeding the BIGDATA on to the webserver (cloud) in 

smart city environment. In smart city environment, it’s immensely important to run future predictions of electricity demand 

to balance the energy and supply ratio. Future predictions can be effectively done by using Big-data sets of energy 

consumption by the loads and loads as a whole. AMR (Automated Meter Reading) is the technology that combines automatic 

assessment of consumption, analysis on the assessed data for billing and payment.  Based on the communication medium 

used for data delivery, the existing systems can be classified into two categories namely wired systems and wireless 

systems. In a wired system, the data transfer is performed either through PLC (Power line carrier) or HFC (Hybrid Fiber-

Coaxial). In the case of wireless, it is executed using GPRS (General Packet Radio Service), Zigbee or WiFi (Wireless 

Fidelity). Both systems have their own merits and demerits. Energy metering through the wire is expensive as it requires 

infrastructural changes. When compared to other wireless modules, WiFi is more suitable for this kind of application as it 

has become one of the common facilities at every load center. The IOTSB proposed, provides real time and continuous 

access to energy consumption of the individual loads at the load center using IoT technology. The IOTSB proposed, reads 

the individual appliance electricity consumption data onto the webserver, which logs the Big-data on the webserver (cloud). 

The IOTSB proposed, calculates appliance wise energy consumption and electricity billing data and records the data for 

reference and future predictive analysis.  Node MCU based current, voltage and temperature sensors hardware installations 

and calibration. Arduino IDE is used for loading data logging into the web server towards Big data acquisition. MATLAB 

based AI prediction is implemented to forecast the future energy consumption. 
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Dean’s Honor List 

 

SEMESTER 1, AY 2018-2019 

 

DIPLOMA FIRST YEAR 
34J1823 - ZUWAINA AHMED ALI SULTAN AL-HARTHI 

32J18247 - HAITHAM SAIF NASSER TOUWAITENN AL-SAADI 

 

DIPLOMA SECOND YEAR 
22S16887 - NOOR AL HUDA ZAHIR SALIM AL MAHROOQI - Architectural Engineering 

36S16308 - SHEIKHA ISSA SULAIMAN ABDULLAH AL-JAHDHAMI - Architectural Engineering 

32S163725 - ZAHRA SALIM MOHAMMED SAID AL HAJRI - Computer Engineering 

32S16264 - TEEBA ABDULLAH SAID AL-JAHDHAMI - Computer Engineering 

32S162869 - ZAKIYA MOHAMMED NASSER AL JABRI - Electrical Power Engineering 

32J172907 - HIBAH MAHFOODH KHALIFA AL HASHIMI - Electrical Power Engineering 

32S161407 - OMER SALIM RASHID AL-HAJRI - Electronics & Telecommunications 

32S162588 - AMANI YAQOOB SAID SAWAD AL RAHBI - Electronics & Telecommunications 

32S1593 - MOHAMMED ZAHIR MOHAMMED AL-YAHMADI - Mechanical Engineering 

32S162261 - JASIM MOHAMMED OBAID MOHAMMED AL-SAADI - Mechanical Engineering 

  

ADVANCED DIPLOMA 
32S15159 - ABEER ISSA SALIM ISSA AL-SIBAEI  - Computer Engineering 

32S15187 - NASRIN SALIM MOHAMMED AL AAMRI    - Electrical Power Engineering 

32S15314 - HAMIDA ADIM SAID AL-SADAIRI     - Electrical Power Engineering 

32S1548 - ANWOR IBRAHIM HAMDAN SHINOON AL SIYABI  - Mechanical Engineering 

32S1535 - HILAL HAMED SAIF AL-SAADI  - Mechanical Engineering 

 

BACHELOR 
32S1415 - SHIFA HUMAID HAMOOD AL MANJI     - Architectural Engineering 

32S14134 - THARAYA SAUD MOHAMMED AL-RAHABIYA   - Electronics & Telecommunications 

32S14343 - SUHA 'ABDULLAH SALIM AL KOUYALI    - Electronics & Telecommunications 

32S15118 - IBRAHIM SAID HAMED AL-MASHAYKHI      - Mechanical Engineering 
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Skills Competition 

MESCOM 2018 

1st Place  

AHMED AMUR SALIM AL-HABSI 

 

2nd Place  

MOHAMMED SALIM AL-HARTHY 

 

3rd Place 

AHMED SAID SALIM AL-HABSI 

1st Place  

MOHAMMED AMUR HAMDAN AL-HAJRI 

 

2nd Place  

FAHAM SALEH HUMAID AL-ALAWI 

 

3rd Place 

AMJAD KHALFAN MABROOK ABDULLAH AL-MALKI 

CADCOM 2018 
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Kanagala Santoshi  
M. Tech. Power Electronics  

November 2018 

September 2018 October 2018 

Mohammed Gulam Wahid 
Electrical Section 

Mr. Vicknesh Kumar 

December 2018 

Mr. Saurabh Sharma  
Mechanical Section 

New Faces in the Department 

 

”A great attitude becomes a great DAY which becomes a great MONTH, 

which becomes a great YEAR which becomes a great LIFE”-  Mandy Hale 

Staff of the Month 

Mujeebudheen Khan  
M.E. Computer Science & Engineering  

Donnie Solano 
Electrical Section 
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Technical Staff Distribution by 

Specialization—Fall 2018 

Lecturer Distribution by 

Specialization—Fall 2018 

Student  Distribution by 

Specialization—Fall 2018 

Department Statistics 
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Engineering in Action 

Student Induction Program - September 30, 2018 
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Engineering in Action 

Specialization Choice Induction Program - November 28, 2018 

Student Induction Program about CIMS eServices - October 28, 2018 
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Equilibrium is the Official Newsletter of Engineering Department  

Published bi-annually. 

For Comments, Suggestions and Contributions: 

Email: equilibrium@ict.edu.om 

Call: (+968) 25587921 

Fax: 25587822 

Visit us @ www.ict.edu.om 

Health and Safety Corner 

First Aid Skills Awareness 

Program 

Health and safety is a continuing awareness 

program in the Department of Engineering. For this 

semester, Fall 2018, the Health and Safety 

Committee organized the First Aid Skills awareness 

on November 6, 2018 at the ICT Main Hall. The 

resource speaker is Dr. Kaflawi Ali Kaflawi, a 

general medicine practitioner at Wadi Al Rafiddain 

International Clinic.  

Dr. Kaflawi talked about the basic steps on giving 

first aid treatment to persons in various emergency 

situations like - cardiac arrest, burns, nose 

bleeding and choking. Interestingly, he showed 

videos to clearly demonstrate how to do a cardio 

pulmonary resuscitation (CPR).  

This program also serves as a refresher of their first 

aid skills. The Department of Engineering highly 

commends the Health and Safety Committee co-

chaired by Mr. Vicknesh for organizing such 

valuable and very informative activity.  

- Basil Blasco 

Health and Safety Orientation 

Program 

A 
n induction program on Health and Safety (H & S) 

was conducted by Dr Varatharaj for the new staff on 

1st November, 2018 from 12:00 to 1:00 PM at EE101. 

The objectives of the event were creating awareness on the 

relevant H & S procedures required to be adopted in the 

campus, making the staff acquainted with the H & S 

resources for labs/workshops and identifying as well as 

managing risks safely. 

The staff were familiarized with these terms related to 

safety: First Aid, Electrical Safety, Computer Safety, Machine 

Safety, Fire fighting drill and Hazards. The role of College 

Health and Safety Committee (CHSC) was discussed. Safety 

procedures were discussed related to the following six 

categories: 

1. Health care services 

2. Electrical safety procedures 

3. Workshop Safety Procedures 

4. Computer Safety 

5. Chemical Safety 

6. Fire safety 

 
Important signage related to the above mentioned 

procedures were presented and discussed. A video on the 

operation of fire extinguisher was shown. The workshop 

also included interesting topics such as Health tips, food 

pyramid and Caribbean food groups.  

       - Asiya Rummana 


